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Introduction 01

To show you the benefit of search optimization for businesses seeking to expand, we’re

detailing how we helped a criminal lawyer achieve page one search domination, which

increased site traffic and resulted in enough new case leads for the firm to hire another

lawyer in just under 4 months time. 

 

Search optimization is hard work, but with the right agency, it’s far from impossible to

create a thriving and vibrant online brand.

competitor analysis link earningtechnical optimization content optimization

“Brand is just a perception, and perception will match

reality over time.”

Elon Musk, Co-Founder & CEO, SpaceX



The Problem 02

When this law firm approached us for

help improving their online

visibility and growing their business

most of their main keywords were on

pages 2 and 3.

 

No one was finding their website.

 

It was an expense instead of an

investment. There were hosting costs

and a site maintenance contract but

no return for the business.

Our client was in an area with a population of

just under 500,000 and wanted to target

relatively high volume criminal attorney and

criminal lawyer terms. Even with the difficulty of

these terms and the area we were targeting, we

were able to secure #1 positions for this client.

We’re going to put a spotlight on the work we

did to show you the real benefits you can

expect for your own business with our services.



Our Goal: Providing Consistent Month Over Month Visibility Improvement for Our Clients

using our Six-Step Optimization Process
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The Solution 03

Competitor Analysis
 
Anchor Text Analysis
 
Technical Optimization
 

Site Quality Issues
 
Content Marketing
 
Link Earning
 

Competitor Analysis - what’s working for the competition

Anchor Text Analysis - what terms are used in the backlink graph

Technical Optimization - technical problems with a website

Site Quality Optimization - quality factors missing the website

Content Marketing - content creation and promotion for more authority

Link Earning - getting more pages to link to your site for authority and traffic

Our over-the-shoulder case study guides you through every process
we utilized on this campaign.



Site Optimization 04

Technical, Site Quality and Content 

Content Optimization is more than page titles, meta descriptions, and
H tags. Here are some of the things that we are looking for when we
look at competitor content compared to the existing content on your
site. Page Length, Keyword Density & Term Frequency, Thin Content,
Keyword Cannibalization. and Dead Pages.

Technical Optimization is the foundation of great search
optimization.  Nothing is going to put the brakes on your SEO
campaign quite like unaddressed technical site errors. We’re looking
for several types of errors, both technical and performance-related for
our sites including Meta Data, Incorrect Robots.txt, Image
Optimization, Mobile Usability, and Site Structure

Google’s Site Quality Guidelines help us to determine how Google will
perceive your site; and what changes we might need to implement to
make your site high quality. The biggest thing that we’re looking for
here is trust issues. Does this look like a real brand? Does this site or
brand have a negative reputation? These are issues that could be
hurting your site. This is a process that looks at things like Page Quality
Raters Guidelines, EAT Audit,and YMYL.



Content Promotion 05

Content Marketing and Link Earning

Link Earning is the process of acquiring backlinks and mentions from
other websites. Links are a powerful ranking signal and we focus on
earning links for the entire silo including blogs and supporting pages,
naturally. Our deep link building process is a highly effective way to
boost the authority and online visibility of your website.

Content Marketing strategies are developed by reverse engineering
what the competition is doing. It’s an extensive process, but it helps us
to figure out what is working RIGHT NOW for this SPECIFIC industry.
With this information, our writers can craft compelling content that
will drive new search traffic to your website.

Anchor Analysis allows us to know how other sites are linking to your
competitors. What terms or anchor text are being used to link from
one site to this one? When it comes to building links, there are several
key points that we need to look at. We want to know how much power
a link is going to generate. We want to see how relevant the page/site
linking to our competitor site is for the niche we are targeting.



10x return on marketing investment

The Results 06

Page 1 visibility for all top keywords

67% increase in new traffic

We’ve worked with a number of clients who had websites stuck on page two or three.

Websites that were actually costing the business money rather than increasing leads

and profits. These clients are often most impressed when our strategies create

positive movement in just a few months.

We’re all about getting results for our clients, no matter where you’re starting from.


